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LOISON PANETTONE IS A YEAR-ROUND TREAT

The project took off in the 2000s, with the contribution of top chefs like Peter Brunel 
and Danilo Angé. They strongly believed in the idea of Panettone as an ingredient 
that can be used in any kind of dish, whether sweet or savory.
In 2010 the company launched Insolito Panettone, a bilingual website that has 
brought chefs and bloggers together, to help free the Panettone from its usual 
clichés, so to make it a year-round product. 

Panettone is a traditional Italian sweet bread that is strongly tied to the winter season.  At Loison, 
there has always been a commitment to free it from its bonds to the holidays and make it available 
as a year-round confection.

This is not a new idea. Since the early 2000s, Dario Loison has been intensely collaborating with 
numerous chefs (from Herbert Hintner to Peter Brunel, Danilo Angè and Fabrizio Ferrari) to 
create an extraordinary background, where Panettone can be used in any kind of dish, whether 
sweet or savory.

All of this was structured in 2010 into the “Insolito Panettone” project, an online platform complete 
with a trademark in 2004, that went from a simple blog to a full-fledge bilingual website in 2010. 
Here, chefs, food bloggers and fans of the food and wine world come together and interact with one 
another. They all contribute to the dissemination of Dario Loison’s idea: free the Panettone from its 
usual clichés and see it as a versatile ingredient in any dish.

Again in 2010, the book “Mille e un... Panettone” was published. Coauthored by Barbara Carbone,
this is an unconventional cookbook featuring recipes by famous chefs, along with many anecdotes 
and curious stories about the origins and the variations of the most classic Christmas cake.

All these activities inspired Dario Loison to come up with Panettone-based products that would 
support chefs in their creative recipes. Loison created Panettone by the Slice, Panettone in the form 
of Powder and Panettone Macarons, available in different flavors.

In 2015, Insolito Panettone became a multimedia site featuring video recipes and video interviews 
specifically created so that Loison’s chef friends could have the opportunity to introduce themselves
in a sort of gastronomic storytelling.

As of today, you can find: 54 recipes by Loison’s chef friends, 80 recipes by food bloggers, 15 
profiles of chefs and 6 profiles of Loison’s food ambassadors.

Below is a list of chefs who have been contributing their recipes to Insolito Panettone:

 Stefano Agostini - Restaurants Godenda & GClub, Padua
 Danilo Angè
 Mattia Barbieri - Restaurant Enoteca Centrale, Mestrino (PD  )

http://www.insolitopanettone.com/en/ritratti/46/998/
http://www.insolitopanettone.com/en/ritratti/46/488/
http://www.insolitopanettone.com/en/ritratti/46/964/
http://www.insolitopanettone.com/en/
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 Enrico Bartolini – MUDEC, Milan
 Alberto Basso - Restaurant 3Quarti, Grancona (VI)
 Davide Botta - Restaurant L'Artigliere, Isola della Scala (VR)
 Peter Brunel - Borgo S. Jacopo, Florence
 Lorenzo Cogo - Restaurant El Coq, Marano Vicentino (VI)
 Igles Corelli
 Alessandro Dal Degan - La Tana Gourmet, Asiago (VI)
 Franco Favaretto - Restaurant Baccalà Divino, Mestre (VE)
 Andrea Fenoglio - Restaurant Sissi, Merano (BZ)
 Fabrizio Ferrari – Unico, Milan
 Enzo Gianello - Restaurant L'Altro Penacio, Altavilla Vicentina (VI)
 Herbert Hintner - Restaurant Zur Rose, San Michele Appiano (BZ)
 Franco Madama - Jumeirah Grand Hotel Via Veneto, Rome
 Massimiliano Pepe – Restaurant Ma, Milan
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